Socket & See FFCB200 UK Easy Fuse Finder Kit

Description
The Socket & See FFCB200 UK is the easy way to find fuses and circuit breakers.

In operation, as the fuse finder detects the correct fuse or breaker, the indicator lights climb the bar graph. This is accompanied by an increase in the frequency of a sound pulse – two indicators to ensure easy, correct fuse finding.

Features of the FFCB200 UK
- Test lead kit included for connection to socket outlets – DBs and lighting circuits
- Dual voltage operation 100 to 250 VAC (50-60Hz)
- Uses new auto scan – no fiddly controls to adjust
- Works equally well with circuit breakers or fuses
- Audible find tone combines with a new bargraph display

What’s Included?
- FFCB TXA Easy Fuse Finder Transmitter
- FFCB RCVA Easy Fuse Finder Receiver
- Mains Lead
- Fused Test Leads with Probes and Croc Clips
- Instruction Manual
- Carry Case

Order Code: SOC/FFCB200UK